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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Purpose and Structure of this document 

1.1.1 Although not provided for in the examination timetable, this document provides the 
comments of the applicant, National Grid Electricity Transmission plc (National 
Grid) in response to Interested Parties submissions to the Planning Inspectorate 
(PINS) at Deadline 5 (7th October 2016). National Grid has submitted this document 
in the belief that it will clarify matters currently before the Examining Authority. 

1.1.2 National Grid has not provided comments on all Interested Party submissions. 
However, for the avoidance of doubt, where National Grid has chosen not to 
comment on matters raised by Interested Parties this is not an indication that 
National Grid agrees with the point or comment raised or opinion expressed.  
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2. APPLICANTS RESPONSE TO KENT COUNTY COUNCIL 
DEADLINE 5 SUBMISSION (REP 5-046) 

2.1.1 This note provides National Grid’s comments in response to the written 
representation submitted to the Planning Inspectorate at Deadline 5 from Kent 
County Council (KCC).   

Landscape Effects and Sensitivity 

2.1.2 Items one and two within KCC’s submission relate to landscape effects and 
sensitivity within the Environmental Impact Assesment (EIA) (as reported in the 
Environmental Statement (ES)).  KCC is unclear about how National Grid has 
assessed sensitivity and why there are differences between the sensitivity 
judgements and how GLVIA3 has been applied in the Connection Options Report 
(COR).  National Grid’s response on these matters is given below. 

2.1.3 Field assessments were carried out prior to the production of the COR in May 2014 
and the consideration of value, susceptibility and sensitivity of the landscape have 
been carried out in accordance with the methodology provided in the COR. 

2.1.4 The methodology provided at Appendix C of the COR (is entitled ‘Outline 
Environmental Methodologies’ and is a method which adequately reflects the level 
of detail of the COR.  It is acknowledged that at para 3 the method for Landscape 
states “Desk based studies have been supplemented by field assessment of both 
landscape character and assessment of existing features which shape the 
character of the landscape.” 

2.1.5 Para 5.1 of the COR states “The purpose of this report is to consider alternative 
alignments for an overhead line between Richborough and Canterbury within the 
preferred route corridor.  It is also to consider the most appropriate pylon design 
(whether steel lattice or T-pylon) for different Sections of the proposed route and 
whether any use of underground cable technology is appropriate.”  In this regard 
the landscape susceptibility considers the type of development proposed and the 
degree to which the landscape can accommodate the proposed change without 
suffering detrimental effects on its character or on the achievement of landscape 
planning polices and strategies.  In the COR this required a consideration of five 
options, or various technology types and alignments) whereas the ES considered a 
single option (the proposed development).  Therefore the COR and ES are 
assessing the susceptibility of the landscape to different proposals at differing 
levels of detail and design.  

Three questions have been raised by KCC (see bullet points on page 4) of their 
submission. 

If the COR methodology and GLVIA3 were properly followed and sufficient 
site data was collected to inform the sensitivity assessment what factors 
have made the results so different from the ES? 

2.1.6 The level of detail of assessment at the COR stage is not as detailed as an ES and 
the technical assessment for landscape in the COR appraisal process discusses 
factors which were considered to help differentiate between alignment options and 
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pylon type.  Field assessments were carried out as part of the COR assessment 
process in May 2014. 

2.1.7 The variance in assessment is due to the fact that the COR did not appraise the 
findings of the published assessments when assigning value and did not assess 
susceptibility in relation to a specific proposed development.  As described above, 
the COR assessed five options relating to alignment and technology. 

2.1.8 The assessment of the five options in the COR, would by nature give rise to a 
higher judgement of susceptibility because the proposals are less specific and the 
assessment covers a greater number of eventualities; therefore a more 
precautionary approach is adopted and the susceptibility judgement, and 
consequently the sensitivity, is higher.  In the instance of the ES, when a far greater 
level of detail is known about the proposed development, in terms of its design, 
alignment, construction and operation, a more precise judgement on susceptibility 
can be assigned. 

2.1.9 Both the COR and ES have been carried out in accordance with paragraph 5.39 of 
GLVIA3 in that landscape sensitivity combines judgements of the landscape’s 
susceptibility to change to the type of development proposed and the value 
attached to the landscape. 

If the COR methodology was broadly followed (but relied on published data 
to assign susceptibility and sensitivity) how can this be compliant with 
GLVIA3 5.41? 

2.1.10 GLVIA 5.41 states “The assessment may take place in situations where there are 
existing landscape sensitivity and capacity studies, which have become 
increasingly common.  They may deal with the general type of development that is 
proposed, in which case they may provide useful preliminary background 
information for the assessment, but they cannot provide a substitute for the 
individual assessment of the susceptibility of the receptors in relation to change 
arising from the specific development proposal.” 

2.1.11 The COR has not relied solely on published material to assign susceptibility and 
sensitivity.  The published LCAs provided useful information in the gathering of 
baseline information and in relation to value.  The COR did not specifically appraise 
the findings of the published material.  Fieldwork was undertaken and the 
assessment of susceptibility was determined in consideration of the field 
assessment and the five options relating to alignment and pylon type.  In this way, 
the COR is compliant with GLVIA3 para 5.41.  

How were the published Dover and Thanet LCAs interpreted to obtain a 
sensitivity assessment when the documents are not sensitivity studies? 

2.1.12 As stated above the assessment of sensitivity was determined by field assessment 
and in relation to the type of development proposed.  Both Dover and Thanet LCAs 
do not consider the proposed development and therefore had not been interpreted 
in this manner.  These LCAs provide a narrative on the baseline of the landscape 
and its defining elements which contribute to the individual character areas.  The 
judgements on the sensitivity of landscapes in these published character 
assessments are ‘generic’ and are not specific to any type of development.  It is 
clear from GLVIA3 that in considering the sensitivity of a landscape, it is important 
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to state and consider to what that landscape is sensitive.  That is not undertaken in 
the published assessments and it is anticipated that they would tend towards 
overstatement of sensitivity so that it is clear, for example, that the assessor has 
considered them sensitive to extensive, tall and dense urban built form. 

Item 3 Assessment of the Ash Level 

2.1.13 Item three of KCCs response is in relation to the assessment of the Ash Level, with 
particular reference to the previously designated Area of Local Landscape 
Importance (ALLI) and the Discovery Park Setting and Surroundings LCA. 

2.1.14 The ALLI Policy to which KCC refer is not a current policy and has been replaced 
by DDC Policy DM16 Landscape Character.  There is no reference to the Ash 
Level ALLI within the Policy and the RCP is deemed to comply with Policy DM16 in 
that it has been sited to avoid and reduce harm through the embedded mitigation 
measures.  This has been confirmed by DDC in the Local Impact Report at 4.2.1 
which states ‘The joint councils concur with National Grid’s assessment of the 
proposed development against the following relevant adopted and saved local 
planning policies as set out in Section 7 and Appendix C in Volume 7 of the 
Planning Statement (Doc 7.1, APP-127). 

2.1.15 The Discovery Park Setting and Surroundings Landscape Character Area Appraisal 
(2012) assesses the setting and surroundings of Discovery Park and makes 
recommendations in relation to the appropriateness of further development in the 
local.  The Study Area extends from just south of the former Richborough power 
station site to the southern edge of Sandwich.  The existing 132kV PX and PY 
overhead lines and the proposed pylons PC57, PC58 and PC59 would just cross 
into the northern edge of the Study Area.  The appraisal identifies this area as the 
Ash Level Arable Flood Plain sub-character area.   

2.1.16 As KCC has correctly identified, the appraisal suggests that this sub-character area 
has little or no capacity to accommodate change.  However, paragraph 1.25 of the 
appraisal clearly states that ‘the assessment only suggests a generic assessment 
of the capacity to accommodate change which will need to be reviewed when 
details of any specific development proposals are known’. 

2.1.17 The assessment undertaken by National Grid has assessed this landscape and 
identified that in relation to the RCP the landscape has the capacity to 
accommodate the replacement of one overhead line with another, albeit on taller 
and wider support structures, without undue consequence for the maintenance of 
the baseline situation. 

2.1.18 In relation to the Ash-level Arable Flood Plain sub-character area, Para 3.69 of the 
appraisal states ‘should there be a requirement for new development, it would need 
to be designed and placed sensitively within the landscape in relation to views from 
publicly accessible vantage points within the surrounding landscape’. 

2.1.19 The proposed development has been aligned as close to the existing infrastructure 
as is technically possible to ensure that overhead lines cross the landscape within 
an existing infrastructure corridor, thereby minimizing the effect on the wider 
landscape.  Publicly accessible views have been assessed including those from 
Discovery Park, Sandwich and the Richborough Roman Fort.   
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Item 4 Geographical Extent of landscape effects 

2.1.20 National Grid has provided information in relation to this issue at the ISH on 
Landscape & Visual, Biodiversity and Alternative matters, and in its response to 
KCC’s response to Q2.7.6 in Doc 8.31 REP5-012 submitted at Deadline 5. 

Item 5 Construction effects 

2.1.21 National Grid has provided information in relation to this issue at the ISH on 
Landscape & Visual, Biodiversity and Alternative matters, and in its response to 
KCC’s response to Q2.7.1 (and Q1.7.1) in Doc 8.31 REP5-012 submitted at 
Deadline 5. 

Item 6 Distance of visual receptors from pylons 

2.1.22 National Grid has prepared a note in response to the ExA request at Hearing Action 
3 (Doc 8.46)  to explain the significance and relevance of the Gillespies report in 
relation to the RCP. 

Item 7 Mitigation or enhancement of key views from PRoW 

2.1.23 Whilst National Grid will consider further proposals for embedded environmental 
measures (mitigation) and/or enhancements where appropriate, it does not 
consider that the proposals put forward by KCC in item 7 are appropriate or 
justified. 

2.1.24 National Grid stands by its opinion that planting within Section D of the route is not 
necessarily appropriate or consistent with landscape character.  Proposals for 
protected species mitigation and marginal seeding in section D are already 
included where they are required to mitigate potential effects, and thus additional 
planting and new wetlands proposals by KCC are not mitigation but enhancement.  
Thus, they cannot be justified as embedded environmental measures. 

Item 8 Undergrounding 

2.1.25 National Grid has previously set out its position on undergrounding in its written 
responses to Q1.3.3, Q1.7.30, Q1.7.35, Q1.7.38, Q1.7.45, (Doc 8.2 REP2-016) 
and Q2.7.4, Q2.7.16, Q2.7.20 and Q2.7.33, (Doc 8.26 REP4-014).  The matters 
raised in KCC’s Deadline 5 response are addressed within the applicants written 
responses above and National Grid has nothing further to add at this time. 

Item 9 Planting 

2.1.26 The table of suggested locations for additional planting put forward by KCC in Item 
9 was discussed at the meeting on 13 October 2016.  KCC agreed to mark up a 
plan identifying specific locations and to discuss these with DDC prior to sending to 
National Grid for further consideration. 

2.1.27 National Grid confirmed that it will consider further proposals for embedded 
environmental measures (mitigation) and/or enhancements where appropriate and 
justified and which are agreed by the Councils.  National Grid highlighted the fact 
that any enhancement measures, proposed outside of the Order limits, would be 
subject to landowner agreement and cannot be secured through the DCO. 
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3. APPLICANTS RESPONSE TO SUBMISSIONS OF 
NATIONAL FARMERS UNION ON THE ISSUE SPECIFIC 
HEARING COVERING CONSTRUCTION EFFECTS (REP 5-
053) 

 

National Grid acknowledges the submission, dated 6th October 2016, made by the National 
Farmers Union (NFU) following the Issue Specific Hearing on Construction Impacts, held at 
Cathedral Lodge, Canterbury on Thursday 29th September, and would like to make the 
following response to the concerns raised. The numbering follows that in the NFU 
submission. 
 
2.1 Construction Environmental Management Plan (CEMP)  
 
National Grid has reviewed the content of the CEMP following discussions with the NFU and 
the Richborough Agents, and has added in wording and made other modifications to address 
the concerns raised.  The updated version will be submitted to the Examining Authority at 
Deadline 6 (Doc. 5.4.3 C(C)).  National Grid believes that the revised CEMP, alongside the 
more general provisions contained within the DCO, should provide sufficient comfort to 
Persons with an Interest in Land (PILs) both during the project construction period and 
beyond.  Further information on some of the amendments made is given below, largely in 
section 2.5. 
 
2.2 Noise and Vibration – Working Hours 
 
National Grid notes the comments on working hours and confirms that an updated Noise and 
Vibration Management Plan and the SoCG with the Councils has been updated at Deadline 
6. These documents confirm that matters relating to noise and vibration, including working 
hours, have now been agreed with the Councils. 
 
2.3 Oversize Conductors 
 
This is the subject of Action 7 (Doc. 8.45) to be submitted to the Examining Authority at 
Deadline 6.  The conductor type chosen is marginally larger than a conductor that would be 
adequate to transmit the power as required by the Nemo Link.  The choice to use the larger 
conductor was made to provide an improved noise performance. National Grid does not 
consider it necessary to specify the type or size of conductors in the DCO as this may restrict 
National Grid’s flexibility to use a different conductor type in the future. 
 
 2.3 Private Access Routes 
 
The use of private access tracks has been the topic of discussions with PILs and formed part 
of statutory consultation.  The proposed use of private roads as construction and 
maintenance access routes form part of the DCO application. Details of how these will be 
utilised are being developed by the main works contractor and will form part of the 
discussions with individual PILs and their agents. National Grid will carry out surveys and 
prepare a schedule of condition before work begins (CEMP, Doc. 5.4.3 C(C) para 4.7.2, 
bullet point 4), and improve access tracks to the standard necessary for the works to be 
safely executed. Repairs will be undertaken to rectify any damage caused by National Grid 
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and/or its contractor, to return them to the same condition as recorded before works 
commenced. 
 
2.4 Closures and Diversions of Private Rights of Way 
 
National Grid believes this heading should read ‘Temporary Closures and Diversions of 
Public Rights of Way’ (PRoW).  National Grid confirms that all diversions of PRoW will either 
be onto existing PRoWs or lie within the Order limits. General management of PRoW is 
described at para 4.11 of the CEMP and a Public Rights of Way Management Plan is 
provided in DCO application Doc 5.4.3H(B). 
 
Markers, signage, timing and duration of closures will be discussed with Local Authority 
PRoW officers and will be included in the discussions with individual PILs and their agents. 
 
2.5 Farming Operations 
 
As described above the CEMP has been amended to take account of requests from the 
NFU, individual PILs and their agents. In particular, several of the amendments are as a 
result of discussions with the NFU and relate to topics raised in the NFU submission. 
 
Revised wording has been included to further explain the role of the Agricultural Liaison 
Officer (ALO) (Table 3C 2.4 of the CEMP), field drainage (paras 4.4.26 – 4.4.36 of the 
CEMP), soil aftercare (para 4.4.14 of the CEMP) and dewatering of excavations (para 4.5.23 
of the CEMP). 
 
A role outline for the ALO was sent to the NFU and the Richborough agents. Following 
suggestions received at a subsequent meeting the role outline was amended and 
recirculated with no comments received.  The NFU and land agents were asked if further 
amendments were required and the one response received indicated that they were 
satisfied. No further amendments have therefore been made. 
 
It has been agreed that the results of soil fertility tests will be provided to establish a baseline 
position before work commences. Discussions with land agents are in progress to develop 
the most effective method of obtaining and establishing baseline conditions. It is 
acknowledged that landowners will routinely take action to restore /improve the soil fertility of 
their land and it would be logical and practical to include strips of land, where haul roads and 
topsoil bunds will be created during the construction/dismantling phase of the project in the 
soil fertility testing process.   
 
Compensation for crop loss will be agreed between parties where it can be demonstrated 
that a loss has arisen as a direct result of the work undertaken by National Grid and/or its 
contractors during the construction and dismantling phase of the project. National Grid will 
also consider a reasonable claim for crop loss received from a PIL following reinstatement of 
the land, where it can be demonstrated that the loss is as a direct result of the work 
undertaken by National Grid and/or its contractors. In addition compensation will be made 
towards improving the soil fertility where it can be demonstrated that the fertility has been 
negatively impacted as a result of the works undertaken by National Grid.         
 
National Grid does not agree that a dispute resolution process is necessary or an appropriate 
means for the implementation of drainage remediation design. National Grid believes that the 
appointment by the main works contractor (at the request of PILs) of a local specialist 
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drainage consultant (John Vince) to design a drainage remediation scheme and engage the 
views of PILs, is sufficient to ensure that field drainage will be properly protected during the 
works and appropriately repaired where any damage is caused.  
  
2.6 Diamond Cross Over 
 
There is always going to be an impact on farming during a complex programme of OHL 
diversions, construction and realignment that is necessary at the diamond cross over location 
and would be dealt with through compensation at the appropriate stage.  
 
National Grid believe it will still be possible to operate irrigation apparatus around the 
proposed new pylons, and this will be the subject of ongoing discussions with the PILs and 
their agents. 
 
There is no reason to believe that the operation of the new 400kV overhead line and the 
132kV overhead line diversion will affect the use of GPS systems or drones, beyond the 
obvious physical obstructions that they represent. 
 
National Grid will continue detailed discussions with the relevant PILs and their agents to 
better understand their specific concerns.  
 
2.7 Location of Pylons 
 
National Grid has amended the CEMP to include a PIL liaison procedure for micrositing of 
pylons within the LoD due to an unforeseen or unknown constraint. This four stage process 
is set out in CEMP, Doc. 5.4.3 C(C) para 2.15). 
 
National Grid believes that it has provided sufficient opportunity for PILs to comment on 
proposals at each relevant stage of the project development process. National Grid has held 
face-to-face meetings with all PILs and/or their agents to discuss any concerns relating to the 
project. During these meetings requests for changes to the location of pylons were discussed 
and the reasons as to why changes have or have not been possible have subsequently been 
explained as detailed in Chapter 2 of the Environmental Statement.National Grid will be 
pleased to meet to discuss these issues further if required. 
 
It is acknowledged that the presence of transmission pylons, whether they are situated at 
field boundaries or in the middle of fields, will have some impact on agricultural operations.  It 
is likely that there will be instances where small areas of land will no longer be economically 
viable, and that there will be some ongoing inconvenience even where land can continue to 
be farmed economically. 
 
National Grid believes that any residual economic impacts can be managed through 
compensation and that there will not be the ‘very severe and damaging effects on local farm 
businesses’ that is being asserted by the NFU.  Part of the extract that the NFU has taken 
from the Route Corridor Study makes the point that ‘the residual economic impact after 
careful routeing, oversailing and compensation is expected to be very small or zero.’ National 
Grid still believes this to be true. 
 
National Grid has reviewed the location of each pylon listed in the NFU submission and 
identified as having the potential to cause post-construction farm operation constraints and 
cause ongoing severance issues and makes the following response:- 
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 Several pylons are located on permanent grassland (e.g. PC24, 25) or non-
agricultural land (PC2) and their presence will not effect farming operations. 

 Pylons PC58, PC59 and PC60 are also on grassland and are positioned to reduce 
their impact on land with planning permission for a solar farm. 

 Others are subject to environmental constraints (e.g. PC4), technical constraints (e.g. 
PC41), or are such that even small movements will have impacts on the location 
and/or height of other pylons (‘angle’ pylons and e.g. PC30, PC31).   

 Though not necessarily located optimally from the point of view of farming, National 
Grid believes that the proposed location of several other pylons are such that it will be 
practical, with reasonable changes to existing farming operations, to farm around the 
pylons, as it has proved possible to farm around the existing 132kV pylons.  

 National Grid does not believe that, in these cases, the benefit to farming operations 
would outweigh other impacts by changing the proposed pylon locations. 

 This review has identified that there may be scope to make a very minor change to the 
location of 2 pylons (PC46 and PC49) to benefit ongoing farming operations. National 
Grid will be pleased to consider this further with the relevant PILs. 

 
National Grid believes that it does understand the preference of PILs with regard to pylon 
positioning, and while appreciating that a distance of 35m from a field boundary might be 
desirable for modern farming techniques, it is not considered ‘needed’ as is stated.  It is 
difficult to meet this requirement at all points along an overhead line route without coming 
into conflict with other constraints such as environmental, technical and the physical layouts 
of field boundaries. 
 
2.8         Field Drainage 

 
As previously explained, section 4.4 of the CEMP details National Grid’s intentions with 
regard to field drainage. National Grid accepts that liability for field drainage cannot be 
passed onto the drainage contractor and ultimately sits with National Grid. 
 
2.9         Soils 

 
National Grid’s position with regard to soils is detailed in the amended CEMP (Doc. 5.4.3 
C(C)).  Table 3C.2.2 of the CEMP describes the Soil Aftercare Management Plan (SAMP), 
and para 4.4.14 gives further detail in relation to the SAMP. The contractor will control weeds 
on stored soil and severed land as described in the CEMP at para 4.4.14. 
 
Treatment of possible diesel spills or other environmental contamination is further detailed in 
the Pollution Incident Control Plan described in the CEMP at para 2.13.3. 
 
2.10 Haul Roads 

 
The proposals for the design and construction of haul roads will be the subject of detailed 
discussions with individual PILs and their agents.  In particular, the arrangement for shared 
use of access and haul roads will be agreed where necessary.  This will be facilitated by the 
intermittent use of crossing points at appropriate locations.  The main works contractor is 
preparing the construction programme along with their proposals for facilitating landowner 
access to severed land. This information will give the PILs a better understanding of the 
timescales of when their land will be affected. This information will be shared with PILs as 
part of the ongoing detailed discussions. 
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2.11 Treatment of surface run-off 

National Grid’s proposals for the management of surface water run-off are contained in the 
CEMP at para 4.5.18.  National Grid will be pleased to discuss any specific concerns PILs 
may have regarding surface water run-off and the impact this may have on their ability to 
claim subsidies through the Basic Payments Scheme (BPS) and how any such impact might 
be avoided. 
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4. APPLICANTS RESPONSE TO SUBMISSIONS OF 
SOUTHEAST WATER PROVIDED AT DEADLINE 5 

4.1 Response to South East Water’s comments on National Grid’s 
responses to the Examining Authority’s written questions 2.3.8, 
2.3.21, and 2.3.23 (REP5-028, EN020017-002043) and South East 
Water’s note entitled ‘The importance of flexibility in fish passage 
and river diversion design for WFD’ (REP5-044, EN020017-002077) 

 

Introduction  

4.1.1 This document provides a response to SEW’s comments on National Grid’s 
responses to written questions 2.3.8, 2.3.21, and 2.3.23 (REP5-028, EN020017-
002043); and SEW’s ‘Note on the Importance of Flexibility in Fish Passage and 
River Diversion Design for Water Frameworks Directive (WFD)’ (REP5-044, 
EN020017-002077).  

4.1.2 These submissions made by SEW relate mainly to the flexibility available to SEW 
for the construction of the Sarre Penn River diversion and its associated fish pass. 
The submissions consider both the need for flexibility and how the RCP will affect 
that flexibility. National Grid has undertaken a full review of these submissions 
made at Deadline 5 alongside SEW’s submission on the subject made at previous 
stages of the examination.  

4.1.3 National Grid has previously provided to the ExA details on flexibility to 
demonstrate the corridor available to SEW within which SEW may develop its river 
diversion channel and fish pass design (REP4-014 Questions 2.3.8, 2.3.21 and 
2.2.23). The details provided have been challenged by SEW. This response aims to 
provide clarity where SEW has identified discrepancies or differences of opinion, 
correct errors within SEW’s submissions, and raise additional concerns in regard to 
new information provided by SEW.  

4.1.4 National Grid acknowledges that, at this concept stage of the reservoir design, the 
more flexibility (i.e. the fewer constraints) the better for SEW. However, National 
Grid and its engineers are of the view that the parties ought to be working together 
to identify solutions to any interactions between the schemes and that simply 
dismissing any issues identified as ‘showstoppers’ is an unhelpful approach. 

 

Response to SEW document – REP5-028, EN020017-002043, Questions 2.3.8, 
2.3.21, 2.3.23 

4.1.5 The key fish pass ‘construction corridor’ dimensions presented by National Grid 
within REP4-014, Questions 2.3.8, 2.3.21 and 2.3.23 are: 

 Pylon PC9 where the reservoir has a 32.5mAOD top water level (TWL): the 
corridor width at the identified worst case position is 78m (this figure allows 
for the requirement for a square 29m exclusion zone around the pylon, a 
minimum 10m offset from the reservoir shore, and the pylon has been taken 
to be in the position as shown on the application works plans) 
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 Pylon PC9 where the reservoir has a 36.0mAOD TWL: the river diversion 
passes to the south of the pylon, and there is approximately 180m between 
the pylon exclusion zone and the boundary of SEW’s land.  

 Pylon PC10 where the reservoir has a 32.5mAOD TWL: the corridor width 
at the identified worst case position is 150m (this figure allows for the 
requirement for a square 26m exclusion zone around the pylon, a 10m 
offset from the dam foundation, and the pylon has been taken to be in the 
position as shown on the application works plans) 

 Pylon PC10 where reservoir has a 36.0mAOD TWL: the corridor width at 
the identified worst case position is 127m (this figure allows for the 
requirement for a square 26m exclusion zone around the pylon, a 10m 
offset from the dam foundation, and the pylon has been taken to be in the 
position as shown on the application works plans) 

4.1.6 SEW has suggested that the levels of flexibility indicated by National Grid do not 
exist.  SEW has suggested, for example, that the alignment of the fish pass does 
not pass perpendicular to the dimensions on the applicants plans. Whilst this is true 
of the baseline option proposed in the Jacobs reports, National Grid does not 
accept that this alignment cannot be altered; in fact an alternative alignment was 
presented in the Mott MacDonald report (REP2-017). The dimensions for flexibility 
presented by National Grid assume that reasonable consideration is given to the 
realignment of the river and fish pass and therefore the figures represent the 
flexibility available. SEW would be limited to all constraints, including the pylons 
being in situ during the development of their preferred alignment. A number of 
additional available solutions which remove the interaction between the 36mAOD 
TWL fish pass and pylon PC10 are shown in Figures 1 to 4 in Appendix A of this 
document. 

4.1.7 In addition National Grid has presented scenarios for alterations of pylon locations 
to SEW (Doc 8.48) which could potentially increase the flexibility available to SEW. 
It is National Grid’s view that SEW should likewise be seeking to identify 
appropriate amendments to its own concept design. It should be noted that many of 
the constraints placed on the Sarre Penn river diversion are due to SEW’s 
proposed reservoir. This includes the dam embankment, the reservoir basin, the 
relocation of the Sarre Penn (including the significant head drop created) and the 
water treatment works. Further existing constraints include land boundaries, 
footpaths and existing services. The combined impact of all these constraints is far 
greater than that of the RCP, yet none have been altered and as far as National 
Grid is aware the exercise of identifying how the reservoir scheme might benefit 
should these constraints be altered has not been undertaken by SEW. Without this 
process taking place it is not known whether the impact on flexibility could be 
improved through means other than amending the position of the pylons.  

4.1.8 SEW has suggested that it requires a significant ‘hands-off corridor’ within which 
National Grid is not able to construct its scheme. This, SEW suggests, is on the 
basis that its own concept design may yet change, being as it is at an early stage of 
development. National Grid does not consider this to be sufficient justification for 
SEW’s objection to the RCP. After all, SEW’s suggestion that its concept design 
could change suggests to National Grid that SEW could have considered changes 
prior to the examination of the application commencing. Indeed, there has been 
sufficient time, and National Grid has provided significant funding to SEW, for SEW 
to remove or reduce design constraints. Undertaking this exercise could have 
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enabled SEW to reduce the size of the corridors which it says it requires for 
‘flexibility’. Unfortunately, SEW has made no such attempt. 

 

Response to SEW document REP5-044, EN020017-002077 – The importance 
of flexibility in fish passage and river diversion designed for WFD 

4.1.9 Following an introduction, the report introduces the heading ‘Engineered Fish Pass 
Designs are not an Option Here’. This is very misleading as all fish passes include 
a degree of engineering (otherwise they would simply be a river diversion). In 
addition, a fish pass with greater water velocities in comparison to a river channel 
will create a risk of erosion; the fish pass being close to the toe of the reservoir 
embankment will likely need a degree of engineered erosion protection otherwise a 
risk could be posed to the stability of the dam embankment.  

4.1.10 A naturalistic fish pass is designed to have a soft finish and incorporate as many 
features of the original river as possible, however there will be differences between 
a naturalistic fish pass and a river; the main difference is often channel gradient. In 
this case a gradient of 1 in 50 is proposed. This is compared to the existing channel 
of 1 in 180 and the proposed river diversion of 1 in 400 and 1 in 1000 across the 
secondary embankment (and potentially upstream – which brings its own difficulties 
- depending on the reservoir TWL). To incorporate this steeper gradient a number 
of engineered features will be required. To demonstrate this, the example of Radcot 
Fish Pass on the River Thames has been included as Case Study 1. It presents 
how a 1 in 50 gradient channel could look and in addition the level of engineering 
incorporated into a naturalistic fish pass channel can be seen.  
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4.1.11 Further to the discussion on engineering a distinction should be made between the 
engineering of the river channel and fish pass, and other engineering issues (e.g. 
upper valley slopes). Any alterations to the SEW proposed channel and fish pass 
(including adjacent planting) are likely to have direct implications on the 
requirements of the Water Framework Directive (WFD). Other engineering issues, 
such as small retaining structures, could be incorporated with no impacts to the 
WFD requirements; for example, incorporating a 1m high retaining wall at the top of 
both channel side slopes of the SEW proposed solutions would reduce the total 
footprint by 8m. The small structure would have very minor impacts on planting if 

 

Case Study 1*

 

Photo 1 (left) an aerial view showing a series of low head weirs followed by resting pools 

(deep and wide section of channel). Photo 2 (Right) shows a ground level view of a low 

head weir and a cutting that could be representative of the low flow channel proposed for 

Broad Oak Reservoir.  

Radcot bypass channel on the River Thames is an example of a multi species naturalistic 

fish bypass channel with a number of similar channel properties  as those proposed by SEW 

for their river restoration, including channel gradient and flows.  

The fish pass incorporates a series of low head weirs providing a steady and acceptable fall 

along the channel. After each low head weir a section of widened and deepened channel 

can be noted; these allow fish to rest and recover before gaining enough energy to continue 

their journey along the pass.  

There are clearly some differences between this fish pass and that proposed by SEW and 

these include 1) the fish pass was developed to bypass an existing river structure and the 

total length and head drop of the pass is much smaller. 2) the photographs show no 

planting. 3) A large valley cutting was not required to install the infrastructure. 4) there is not 

a 10m wide low flow corridor.  

Overall the design concepts of this fish pass remain appropriate and could be incorporated 

into the reservoir scheme.  

*Reference can be made to  - 

http://www.therrc.co.uk/2013%20Conference/Outputs_Presentations/CliftonDey_Rhymes_River_Thames_Bypass_

Channels.pdf 
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any and would be a considerable distance from the channel itself (up to 50m in 
some cases). In fact the proposed bridleway of approximately 4m wide on a 10m 
wide plateau, would be situated far closer to the proposed channel and would, 
therefore, have a far greater impact on the WFD requirements than this example of 
a proposed retaining wall. SEW raises no issue with the bridleway.  

4.1.12 Paragraph 7 of SEW’s submission states 

This section describes how the river diversion and fish pass need to be a 
naturalistic river and why those engineered solutions on offer elsewhere and 
those proposed by Mott MacDonald (REP4-018 and REP4-014 Questions 
2.3.21 and 2.3.23) are not suitable or permitted for the Reservoir site. 

There are various solutions provided in the Mott MacDonald report. A number of 
different forms of fish pass are set out, including a solution identical in all aspects, 
other than alignment, to the Jacobs proposal. Technical solutions that meet the 
requirements of the WFD should be acceptable to the regulating authority. National 
Grid accepts that the construction of an engineered naturalistic fish pass is likely to 
be the preferred option to meet these requirements. However, in the context of the 
Broad Oak Reservoir scheme as a whole, National Grid disagrees that no other 
technical solutions should be considered at this early stage. In addition the term 
‘not permitted’ and subsequent terms ‘relevant or acceptable’, which are used by 
SEW, require explanation, as it is not clear by what measure the proposals are 
considered ‘not permitted’ or not ‘relevant or acceptable’.  

4.1.13 At paragraph 11 of SEW’s submission, examples for the removal of river structures 
are set out and it is implied that removal is required in order to meet the WFD 
requirements. This is correct where the WFD requirements are not currently met 
and the site is such where there is a barrier to fish passage. This is not the case in 
regards to the proposed reservoir where a barrier is being constructed (i.e. the dam 
embankment). Any engineered fish pass proposed would be required to maintain 
the current WFD status for fish passage and refrain from causing deterioration to 
the downstream water body. As such, the examples provided are confusing when 
considering the aims of the reservoir project.   

4.1.14 Paragraph 12 of SEW’s submission describes the river diversion as novel and 
unique. The construction of new impounding raw water reservoirs is now 
uncommon in England. Therefore, the conditions for requiring a river diversion and 
fish pass for such a large structure (13m head drop) is also uncommon. However, 
there is significant guidance available, including that provided by the Environment 
Agency in its fish pass manual (EA, Version 2.2, 2010), and the practice of fish 
passage in the UK is well understood. It is standard practice to incorporate resting 
pools in fish passes; a general rule of thumb is that one will be required for every 
1m of river level fall. The actual resting pool requirements are linked to the 
swimming ability of the fish, which is well documented, and the site specific 
requirements, such as hydrology. Larger overall head drops (such as the reservoir 
scheme) will simply need to incorporate a greater number of resting pools.  

4.1.15 Paragraph 14 of SEW’s submission notes that the Environment Agency may 
require a shallower gradient and as a result the river diversion and fish passage 
could be longer than currently proposed.  The gradients identified by SEW of 0.1% 
to 0.3% would relate to a channel slope of 1 in 1000 to 1 in 333, as noted by 
National Grid at Deadline 5 (REP5-012, Q2.3.18), the gradients appear unrealistic 
considering the baseline scenario of 1 in 180. 
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4.1.16 It should be noted that at pylon PC10 the exclusion zone (being the area in which 
Restrictions to excavation applies) requires an area of 676m2, assuming a 26m x 
26m exclusion zone. The approximate area of the fish pass, as presented for the 
36.0mAOD TWL, is 35,000m2. As the land required for the pylon is comparatively 
very small compared to the fish pass requirements the impact on the physical 
position of the fish pass is also small.  

4.1.17 Paragraph 17 of SEW’s submission considers the distances between the pylons 
and the constraints posed by the proposed reservoir scheme (reservoir shore and 
dam embankment) within which the fish pass can be developed. These figures are 
set out above at sections 2.1 and 2.2 of this report. In response to the three bullet 
points set out by SEW: 

 Constructability of the pass and the plant required to excavate has been 
considered.  

 The position of the fish pass has been a key consideration of all work to 
date. National Grid accepts that SEW has been unable to develop its 
design to a level where it could confirm an exact alignment but National 
Grid does not accept that the river diversion or fish pass could not be 
moved locally and it is National Grid’s view that SEW could have done 
more to reduce the interaction. This view is supported SEW now 
considering how the movement of pylon PC10 could reduce any 
interaction, and the further potential scenarios at Figures 1 to 4 in 
Appendix A of this document that seek to remove the presented 
interaction.  

 National Grid is not stipulating where or how the river diversion and fish 
pass interact with the RCP, but is simply presenting options to illustrate 
that the two can successfully co-exist. SEW will of course design and 
position the river diversion and fish pass taking account of all constraints 
in the area at the relevant time. 

4.1.18 Paragraph 18 of SEW’s submission states 

There remains an assumption by the Applicant that the 10m wide corridor 
shown on the drawings provided is a set corridor rather than a concept guide 
to what could be possible. The Applicant's responses also stipulate velocities 
in the pass will not be affected by the RCP but confirm this is related to 
gradient, which has implications already discussed in this note. 

The 10m wide corridor is taken from the Jacobs stage 1b study where the 
statement ‘To allow some flexibility in the preliminary design of the fish pass a 10m 
wide corridor containing the fish pass is proposed,…’. National Grid has not been 
told this corridor represents anything different. It is also implied that the 10m wide 
corridor is oversized to allow flexibility, indeed a low flow channel which is 10m 
wide will not provide a water depth suitable to allow fish passage (as the flow in the 
channel is too low). National Grid has accepted the need for this flexibility in SEW’s 
designs and has not advised a reduction of this dimension, however it is clear it 
could be reduced or utilised differently to allow a slacker channel gradient without 
the need to extend the width of the overall excavation.  

4.1.19 In respect to velocities in the fish pass, it has been identified that changes to river 
bed gradient will impact the footprint of the structure, which has to be designed 
between fixed constraints, including the RCP. The RCP does not impact the river 
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velocity. National Grid has shown that there is space to design the fish pass 
between the RCP and the proposed dam embankment; should the reservoir design 
change significantly from that proposed then the fish pass design would have to be 
adapted to suit.  

4.1.20 SEW has failed to show solutions that utilise other sections of land in its ownership. 
National Grid is of the view that such an exercise is a fundamental step that should 
be part of a standard optioneering process. Subsequently National Grid has 
developed a number of alterations to the fish pass (Figures 1 to 4, Appendix A of 
this document), which all meet the SEW design criteria and hence would be to the 
same standard of WFD compliance. The alignments shown remove the interaction 
of a pylon foundation being within the fish pass excavation and illustrates the fact 
that suitable flexibility exists to develop a functional reservoir scheme. 

Conclusions 

4.1.21 Whilst accepting that the RCP will place a constraint onto the reservoir design, 
there remains significant flexibility even with the current position of the proposed 
reservoir scheme. National Grid does not accept that the presence of the RCP 
would stop SEW developing a scheme to meet the WFD requirements and is of the 
view that the key challenges SEW is facing in meeting those requirements are 
primarily related to the construction of the reservoir itself, not the interaction with 
the RCP. In addition, alterations to the reservoir scheme have not been considered 
by SEW.  

4.1.22 Such an exercise could have identified potential changes that would provide SEW 
with even greater flexibility. It is National Grid’s view that SEW ought to have at 
least considered how their concept design could be altered to reduce the impact of 
other constraints, instead of simply focusing on the RCP. This optioneering process 
would help to identify a preferred solution.  

4.1.23 National Grid also reiterates its stance that, in undertaking these two civil 
engineering schemes, both parties ought to be attempting to identify solutions to 
constraints and should avoid simply dismissing constraints as ‘showstoppers’. 

4.1.24 It is hoped that this report will assist the ExA in understanding the information 
presented by National Grid in its submissions and help to clarify any 
misunderstandings. 
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4.2 Response to South East Water’s comments on National Grid’s 
responses to the Examining Authority’s 2nd round of written 
questions (Rep 5-028) Question 2.3.9  

 

Issues Highlighted by Compulsory Acquisition (CA) Impact Plans. 

4.2.1 The differences between the Exclusion and Maintenance Zones were previously 
discussed at the ISH held on the 28th September 2016, the main points National 
Grid wish to note are: 

 With regard to the Exclusion Zone, this zone is to protect the pylon 

foundations from any activities which could undermine the pylon 

foundations and hence stability of the pylon, for example quarrying/major 

excavation.   

 With regard to the Maintenance Zone, although this is set as a standard 

50m for planning purposes, in reality this cannot always be achieved so 

the zone is set on a case by case basis. Further, although National Grid 

prefer a clear flat area this was not always possible due to site specific 

ground conditions, excavation could take place in these areas. 

4.2.2 National Grid does not normally fence around its pylons, access to the pylon itself 
is controlled by the fitting of Anti Climbing Guards to the legs of the pylon. This is 
usually at a height of approximately 2.5 metres up to 3.2 metres. 

4.2.3 Certain planting would be allowed within the Exclusion Zone. Planting within the 
Maintenace Zone is allowed, however during a midlife refurbishment of the 
Overhead Line (OHL) some clearance may be required to allow safe access for 
OHL Workers, Plant or Equipment. Discussion would take place with SEW and any 
impacts would be kept to a minimum. 

4.2.4 There are no restrictions on footpaths or access routes in either the Exclusion or 
Maintenance Zones. 

4.2.5 Excavation for construction of the reservoir is permitted within both Class 1 and 2 
rights. Any excavation would need to bear in mind: 

 Clearance to overhead conductors 

 Any permanent change to National Grid access would need to be 

agreed. 

4.2.6 National Grid has confirmed there is no restriction on what tree species could be 
planted beneath or adjacent to the proposed overhead line. The only restriction to 
the planting location would be the pylon footprints and associated conductor 
clearances. The height of any proposed SEW mitigation planting could be 
restricted, depending on the location of that planting in respect of conductors or 
pylons but this would be a function of safety clearances. 
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4.3 Response to South East Water’s note on cost of river diversion. 
(Rep 5-025) 

National Grid high level cost estimates 

1. Introduction  
1.1. During the examination South East Water (SEW) set out additional costs which it suggests 

arise because of the interaction between the proposed Broad Oak Reservoir and the RCP. 
National Grid has undertaken similar costing exercises with much lower figures being 
calculated. The purpose of this note is to provide clarity over the National Grid costs, confirm 
the lower figures are appropriate, and to compare key differences with the SEW costs.  
 

1.2. At the hearings there have been several challenges made in respect to the options presented 
in the Mott MacDonald report (REP2-017). These challenges have been taken into account, 
along with the requirements identified in the Jacobs Stage 1a and 1b reports, whilst 
developing the costing provided in this note. The costs provided below relate to the solutions 
National Grid believes to be most likely. A figure of £729,907 of additional capital funding and 
£254,767 of additional add-on costs (overheads and profit) have been identified. The costs 
provided only consider additional items and activities, and therefore represent the additional 
cost to the Broad Oak Reservoir scheme. This review shows that the previous figure of 
£750,000 additional capital costs, previously provided to the Examining Authority (ExA), 
remains appropriate. The capital costs combined with the add-on costs give a total additional 
cost of £984,674 (suitable for all reservoir top water levels) and this is directly comparable 
with SEW’s figures of £10,500,000 (reservoir top water level of 32.5mAOD) and £8,400,000 
(reservoir top water level of 36.0mAOD).  
 

1.3. In addition, a cost to divert the 32.5mAOD river channel onto the 36.0mAOD river alignment 
was requested by the ExA for Deadline 5. National Grid provided a figure of £250,000 of 
additional capital costs at Deadline 5 (REP5-016). This note has identified a refined figure of 
£277,980 of capital costs and add-on costs totalling £97,293 with a total combined cost of 
£375,273. This figure compares to the SEW cost of £4,270,000. 

 
2. Assumptions and Exclusions 

 
2.1. The following assumptions and exclusions have been applied to the costings presented in 

Section 3 and 4 of this note. 
Assumptions 

 Base cost rates for first quarter 2016 

 Cost Tolerance is +/- 20% 
 

Exclusions 

 Inflation (during the tender & construction phases) 

 Preliminaries associated to additional works 

 Unforeseen site specific risks 

 Land purchase costs (solutions remain within SEW land boundaries, it is assumed 
there would be no additional fees) 

 Baseline reservoir costs (i.e. any costs that are expended as part of the main 
reservoir project)  

 Diversion and reconnection charges (all service providers) 

 Additional utility costs (all service providers) 

 Ongoing maintenance. 
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3. Additional Capital Costs due to the presence of the RCP 
 

3.1. The additional items and activities that have been included in the high level cost estimates 
are presented in Tables 1.1 and 1.2, each table represents one of the two reservoir top water 
levels (TWL) of 32.5mAOD and 36.0mAOD respectively. 
 

Table 1.1: Additional items and activities for TWL 32.5mAOD considered in additional costs 

Primary design 
constraint  

Aspect of RCP 
scheme 
affected 

Additional items and activities required to construct Broad Oak Reservoir to be 
considered as additional costs to SEW 

Sarre Penn 
diversion 
channel 

 

1. PC9 

2.  

3. Locally move channel north and amend the channel cross section when in 
close proximity to the pylon; the solution incorporates a sum of money to allow a 
degree of engineering to reduce the total river diversion footprint (for example utilising 
earth retaining structures such as willow revetments, note for every 1m high retained a 
4m reduction on the channel excavation width is achieved, 8m if retaining solution 
provided to both embankments).  

4. Install anti seepage piles as a precautionary measure (worst case). The need 
for seepage control would be assessed at the appropriate design stage.  

5. OHL 
PC9 to PC10 

6. Height restriction on excavating plant and the installation of goalposts 

Fish pass 7. OHL 
PC9 to PC10 

8. Height restriction on excavating plant and the installation of goalposts 

Access 
requirements 

9. OHL 
PC9 to PC10 

10. Construct the bridge adjacent to channel and launch the beams and deck 
avoiding the use of cranes in the vicinity of the overhead lines 

Table 1.2: Additional items and activities for TWL 36.0mAOD considered in additional costs 

Primary design 
constraint  

Aspect of RCP 
scheme 
affected 

Additional items and activities required to construct Broad Oak Reservoir to be 
considered as additional costs to SEW 

Sarre Penn 
diversion channel 

 

11. PC8 

12.  

13. Locally move channel north and amend the channel cross section when in 
close proximity to the pylon; the solution incorporates a sum of money to allow a 
degree of engineering to reduce the total river diversion footprint (for example utilising 
earth retaining structures such as willow revetments, note for every 1m high retained a 
4m reduction on the channel excavation width is achieved, 8m if retaining solution 
provided to both embankments). 

14. Install anti seepage piles as a precautionary measure (worst case). The need 
for seepage control would be assessed at the appropriate design stage. 

15. OHL 
PC8 to PC9 

16. Height restriction on excavating plant and the installation of goalposts 
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Primary design 
constraint  

Aspect of RCP 
scheme 
affected 

Additional items and activities required to construct Broad Oak Reservoir to be 
considered as additional costs to SEW 

17. OHL 
PC9 to PC10 

18. Height restriction on excavating plant and the installation of goalposts 

Fish pass 19. PC1
0 

20. Locate naturalised fish pass closer to the embankment to avoid PC10, 
maintain overall channel length and channel gradient (1 in 50) 

21. OHL 
PC9 to PC10 

22. Located naturalised fish pass closer to the embankment to avoid powerlines, 
maintain overall channel length and channel gradient (1 in 50) 

23. Height restriction on excavating plant and the installation of goalposts 

Access 
requirements 

24. OHL 
PC9 to PC10 

25. Construct the bridge adjacent to channel and launch the beams and deck 
avoiding the use of cranes in the vicinity of the overhead lines 

 
3.2. The exact requirements for calculating additional works for each water level is unknown and, 

as such, only a single value of £729,907 (referred to in hearings as £750,000) has been 
identified. This value is, however, conservative and as such is deemed appropriate for the 
works required at either top water level. The costs are based on current day unit rates. Some 
engineering judgment, based on similar schemes, is used to provide a most likely cost 
impact. A full cost breakdown is included in Table A1 of Appendix B. 
 

4. Additional Capital Costs for river Relocation (relocate proposed 32.5mAOD 
river alignment to the proposed 36.0mAOD river alignment) 
 

4.1. The additional items and activities that have been included in the high level cost estimate to 
relocate the proposed 32.5mAOD river alignment to the proposed 36.0mAOD alignment is 
presented in Table 1.3. The original interaction costs for the works presented in Tables 1.1 
and 1.2 have not been recounted and as such the total additional costs will be a combination 
of both. 
 

Table 1.3: Additional items and activities for TWL 36.0mAOD considered in additional costs 

Primary design 
constraint  

Aspect of RCP 
scheme 
affected 

Additional items and activities required to construct Broad Oak Reservoir to be 
considered as additional costs to SEW 

Sarre Penn 
diversion channel 

 

26. PC9 

27.  

28. Locally move the proposed channel south to meet the alignment of the 
proposed 36mAOD river channel, amend the channel cross section to suit (this will 
become wider and deeper). Diversion of the river channel is from roughly halfway 
between PC8 and PC9 to the start of the fish pass of 36mAOD.  

29. OHL 
PC9 to PC10 

30. Additional height restriction on excavating plant and the installation of 
goalposts 
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Primary design 
constraint  

Aspect of RCP 
scheme 
affected 

Additional items and activities required to construct Broad Oak Reservoir to be 
considered as additional costs to SEW 

Fish pass 31. PC1
0 

32. Return to original 32.5mAOD fish pass alignment, therefore no additional 
impacts on cost associated to the fish pass. 

Access 
requirements 

33. OHL 
PC9 to PC10 

34. Potential increase in bridge span. 

 
4.2. The additional cost of diverting the 32.5mAOD channel to the 36.0mAOD channel is 

£277,980 (referred to in hearings as £250,000). The costs are based on current day unit 
rates.  A full cost breakdown is included in Table A2 of Appendix B. 

 
5. Add-on costs (overheads and profit) 

 
5.1. The add-on costs for the schemes have been presented in Appendix C. The add-on costs 

used by SEW have been considered and the additional cost based on these rates is 
presented in Table B1. National Grid believes many of these add-on costs are unsuitable and 
will result in double counting of costs for items that SEW will have to undertake regardless of 
the RCP being built.  
 

5.2. Following a review by National Grid, revised add-on costs have been developed; these are 
presented in Table B2. This table shows an add-on cost to cover the mitigation of the RCP of 
£254,768. The add-on costs associated with realigning the 32.5mAOD river channel onto the 
36.0mAOD river channel is £97,293. 
 

6. Comparison with SEW cost estimates 

 
6.1. The cost estimates provided in this note are much lower than those provided by SEW in its 

cost estimates. A comparison of National Grid’s costs, based on the build ups from section 3, 
4 and 5 of this note, and SEW’s costs can be seen in Table 1.4.  
 

Table 1.4: Comparison of National Grid and SEW cost estimates 

Item National Grid cost estimate SEW cost estimate 

Cost estimate due to interactions 
between the RCP and Broad Oak 
Reservoir at 32.5mAOD 

35. Capital – £729,907 

36. Add-on costs – £254,767 

37. Total - £984,674 

38. £10,500,000 

Cost estimate due to interactions 
between the RCP and Broad Oak 
Reservoir at 36.0mAOD 

39. Capital – £729,907 

40. Add-on costs – £254,767 

41. Total - £984,674 

42. £8,400,000 

Cost estimate to relocate the 
32.5mAOD River channel onto the 

43. Capital – £277,980 46. £4,270,000 
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Item National Grid cost estimate SEW cost estimate 

36.0mAOD river channel alignment 44. Add-on costs – £97,293 

45. Total - £375,270 

 
6.2. SEW has identified the following additional items that build up its cost estimates (National 

Grid’s comments follow in brackets.) 
 

 Additional Excavation of River Diversion (additional excavation would be required 
for some solutions, however National Grid disagrees with the quantities of 
excavation and believes that excavation could further be reduced through design 
development (refer to 6.3.2 for further details)) 

 Additional Cost of Excavation of River Channel under the RCP (agree an additional 
cost, however National Grid disagrees with the amount of work identified under the 
RCP (refer to 6.3.1)) 

 Excavation Double Handling under RCP (National Grid does not agree that double 
handling of excavated material is required, any earth moving plant (e.g. dumper 
trucks) would be able to access under the RCP and avoid this need, a competent 
contractor would aim to avoid double handling of material (refer to 6.3.1)) 

 Construction of Goal Posts where excavation is taking place under the RCP (agree 
that appropriate H&S measures should be put into place, this is likely to include a 
series of goal posts structures.) 

 Ground Level Barriers where excavation is taking place under the RCP (agree that 
appropriate H&S measures should be put into place, this may include ground level 
barriers.) 

 Additional Excavation for Fish Pass Channel (some minor additional excavation 
may be required, however, this is likely to be mitigated through design development 
(refer to 6.3.2)) 

 Additional Cost of Excavation of Fish Pass under RCP (agree an additional cost, 
however National Grid disagrees with the amount of work identified under the RCP 
(refer to 6.3.1)) 

 Manual Excavation close to RCP Towers (no manual excavation would be required, 
mechanical excavation can be undertaken up to the exclusion zones identified by 
National Grid, no competent contractor would choose to undertake manual 
excavation over safe mechanical excavation due to health and safety risks (refer to 
6.3.1)) 

 Rip Rap and concrete piling around PC10 for erosion protection (National Grid does 
not believe rip rap erosion protection is required for protection of PC10, the 
exclusion zone is a significant distance from the actual fish pass and as such is 
very unlikely to be affected by river erosion. In addition, the need for erosion 
protection is very likely to be a requirement for the fish pass in the base line 
scenario. The need for concrete piling is likely to be over engineering and not seen 
as the most likely solution, National Grid would consider some minor technical 
solutions suitable to reduce interaction and costs.) 

 Extra Cost of Permanent Access Bridge across river diversion to dam crest with 
presence of RCP (agree that an extra cost to install the access bridge due to high 
restrictions may be required (refer to 6.3.3)) 

 River Restoration Compensation (SEW has not explained exactly what this 
compensation includes and as such it is not clear if appropriate as part of the cost 
build up. National Grid has excluded any compensation from its costs and does not 
believe compensation is appropriate in base line cost estimates.)  

 Woodland Habitat Compensation (SEW has not explained exactly what this 
compensation includes and as such it is not clear if appropriate as part of the cost 
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build up. National Grid has excluded any compensation from its costs and does not 
believe compensation is appropriate in base line cost estimates.) 
 

6.3. When comparing the cost estimates there are some significant difference between the two, 
for example. 
 

6.3.1. Excavation of the SEW proposed river diversion and fish pass underneath the 
RCP 
SEW has considered there to be 227,000m3 (for both top water levels) of excavation 
under the RCP costing an additional £1,423,290. This is linked to the need to use 
smaller plant, a less cost effective method to carry out excavation. National Grid 
considers the excavation required under the conductors to be much less with an 
additional 32,800m3 impacted. National Grid does not agree that material double 
handling and manual excavation is required (refer to 6.2), these items significantly 
increase the rates of excavation that SEW has identified. Considering National Grid’s 
reduced material volumes and its lower excavation rate, a cost of £53,387 has been 
calculated. This cost does not consider that the use of original base line plant may be 
used as the depth of excavation increases, which would lower the cost. These 
differences have led SEW to present a cost over 25 times greater than National Grid 
believes is appropriate. This can be broken down to a volume overestimation 7 times 
greater than required and an excavation rate overestimation of approximately 8 times 
when compared to industry recognised rates.  

 
6.3.2. SEW proposed additional excavation to avoid interaction Vs National Grid’s 

introduction of minor technical solutions to avoid interaction 
SEW has identified an additional 95,000m3 of excavation at a cost of £760,750 for the 
32.5mAOD TWL reservoir (different values for the 36mAOD TWL reservoir, but similar 
trends apply). National Grid has included a sum of £300,000 to cover a series of minor 
technical solutions that could maintain the excavation requirements close to the 
scenarios in Jacobs Stage 1b report. Both scenarios could mitigate the interaction 
between the schemes, but National Grid believes minor technical solutions would be 
more appropriate and potentially cheaper to resolve the interactions. In addition, SEW 
has suggested all of the additional excavation material will be unsuitable for the 
construction of the dam embankments and the material would go to landfill at a cost of 
approximately £30,000. National Grid believes reuse of the material could be possible for 
sections of the dam construction, minimising landfill requirements and reducing disposal 
costs. Indeed, the proposed construction of embankments uses material from borrow pits 
within the reservoir basin so the use of material that must be excavated from outside the 
reservoir basin should be prioritised for this purpose. It should be noted that the use of 
technical options could reduce the total volumes of excavated material to landfill and in 
turn reduce the baseline costs to SEW; this could help to offset interaction costs.  
 

6.3.3. Challenges due to interaction between the access bridge and the RCP 
SEW has identified an additional cost of £768,000 to manage the interaction of the 
access bridge with the RCP; the method for building up this cost is not clear. National 
Grid has identified a cost of £215,000. However, an alternative method for the 
construction of this bridge has not been proposed, National Grid has applied a 20% mark 
up to its cost build up (using industry recognised rates) and presented this as the 
additional cost, however it is possible that a contractor could develop a construction 
technique that would lead to no additional costs, for example construction of the bridge 
prior to excavation may even reduce construction costs. National Grid believes the value 
of £768,000 presented by SEW is a high estimate, with significant levels, of currently 
unquantified and unjustified risk built in. 
 

6.4. A comparison of the add-on costs can be seen in Table 1.5 and Appendix C. National Grid 
does not agree with the activities and the percentage mark-up proposed by SEW and has 
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presented revised figures in Table 1.5. Justification behind the reduction in add-on costs is 
provided in the comments column.  
 

Table 1.5: Comparison of Add-on costs 

Item 
Based on SEW 
figures (%) 

Revised 
National Gird 
figures (%) 

Comments 

Unmeasured Items 10% 0% 
Remove, unmeasured items covered in 
contingency figure 

Contactors Overheads 25% 10% 

Reduce to appropriate level, based on 
experience contractors overhead ranges from 
5-20%, 10% is often used in cost build ups.  

Client and project management / site 
supervision 9% 2% 

Reduce to appropriate level, consider an extra 
20 days on site 

Feasibility and outline design 6% 0% 
Remove, SEW’s baseline costs will not alter, 
additional cost here would be double counting 

Planning approvals and PR 1% 0% 
Remove, SEW’s baseline costs will not alter, 
additional cost here would be double counting 

Site investigation / topo surveys 2% 2% Leave 

Detailed design and contract document 7% 0% 
Remove, SEW’s baseline costs will not alter, 
additional cost here would be double counting 

EIA (for reservoir As per Environmental 
Mitigation table) 0% 0% Leave 

Land agent and legal (surface water only) 4% 0% 
Remove, SEW’s baseline costs will not alter, no 
new land purchase required 

Client commissioning 1% 1% Leave 

Public Inquiry 7.5% 0% Remove, SEW’s baseline costs will not alter 

Environmental mitigation 0% 0% Leave 

Contingency 20% 20% Leave 

 
7. Conclusions 
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7.1. Based on the above cost review National Grid believes that the total cost for SEW to mitigate 
for the presence of the RCP will be approximately £984,674 and the cost of diverting the 
32.5mAOD channel alignment onto the 36.0mAOD channel alignment will be approximately 
£375,270. Ongoing maintenance costs, associated with maintaining trees below maximum 
growing limits, is not included in these total figures. 

7.2. A comparison of National Grid’s and SEW’s costs has highlighted differences. The principal 
sources of these differences can be linked to three main items: 
 

 Difference in calculating volumes of materials. 

 Difference in rates for undertaking items of works. 

 Difference in percentages and need for add-on costs. 
 

A significant proportion of the cost differences can be linked to working under the RCP; SEW 
has presented a figure over 25 times greater than National Grid believes is required. Other 
key sources of cost difference include SEW proposed requirements for additional excavation 
and the additional cost for the construction of the access bridge due to working under the 
RCP. National Grid has questioned many of the activities identified in the SEW costs. 
National Grid believes its cost estimates provide a better representation of the actual works 
required and hence a more accurate representation of anticipated additional costs.  
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4.4 Response to South East Water’s note on bird strike by Professor 
David Hill. (Rep 5-027) 

4.4.1 This section provides National Grid’s response to South East Water’s (SEW's) 
deadline 5 document REP5-027 note on bird strike. 

4.4.2 REP5-027 is the third submission from SEW that repeats the same generic points 
already detailed within SEW representations REP2-208 and REP3-031 in relation 
to bird strike and collision with overhead power lines. These generic points are 
already addressed within National Grid’s rebuttal response REP4-018. 

4.4.3 Responses to specific points raised within REP5-027 are detailed further below and 
follow the progression of topic paragraphs within SEW’s representation. 

4.4.4 Within paragraph 13 (REP5-027), SEW detail the risk of collision associated with 
the earth wire and that the Frost (2008) study, already referenced widely in REP3-
031 and REP4-018, describes, “the use of certain types of deflectors on the earth 
cable and showed clearly the reduction in mute swan mortality at Abberton 
Reservoir once deflectors were fitted”. National Grid agree with these points and 
has an adopted Protocol on Bird Diverters (National Grid (2014) included within 
Appendix D of this response) that details when and where bird diverters are 
considered for use and the steps followed via a consultation process to agree with 
the relevant statutory nature conservation organisation (SNCO).  

4.4.5 The Inspectors considered National Grid’s Protocol on Bird Diverters as part of the 
Kings Lynn B Connection DCO approval. The Secretary of State also considered 
the approach set out in the protocol and concluded in light of these established 
procedures ‘that adequate safeguards already exist without the need to impose 
further requirements’. 

4.4.6 Within paragraph 13 (repeated within paragraph 35) (REP5-027), Professor Hill’s 
anecdotal reference regarding delays in the fitting of diverters and associated swan 
mortality, does not relate to National Grid but another utility company (UK Power 
Networks) in relation to exisiting 132kV overheard lines. National Grid would follow 
its nationally adopted protocol as referenced in Paragraph 4.4.5 and 4.4.6 in this 
document. 

4.4.7 Paragraphs 15-20 (REP5-027) summarise SEW’s understanding of the 
assessment process undertaken for the Environmental Statement (ES) (Doc 
5.2/APP-029 and 030) and Doc 5.5/APP-119 and 120) No Significant Effects 
Report (NSER). National Grid would like to reiterate that the assessment was 
undertaken after consultation with, and with the full agreement of, Natural England 
(NE) as recorded within the Statement of Common Ground (SoCG) Doc 
8.4.3/REP2-022 and in NE’s Relevant Representation RR-065. 

4.4.8 To clarify the main point raised within paragraph 20, it is clear within the ES that the 
collision risk assessment (CRA) analysis was not solely undertaken “as part of a 
Habitats Regulation Assessment”; the HRA specific CRA was included within the 
Appendix E, NSER Doc 5.5/APP-119 – Collision Risk/Bird Flight Assessment,. 
The CRA within the ES Appendix 9P Doc 5.4.9P/APP-102 included species 
screened through for further assessment as detailed within Table 9.7 Chapter 9 
Doc 5.2. No assessment was made in relation to Pegwell Bay SPA as no such 
designated site exists, references to the Pegwell Bay populations were made in a 
regional context within the ES to provide contextual baseline data for assessment 
comparison. The results of the CRA in Appendix 9P Doc 5.4.9P and use of non-
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SPA population data are widely referenced in Section 9 of Chapter 9 Doc 5.2. 
Baseline populations for a number of non-SPA species are assessed in terms of a 
national population and where available the regional population (e.g. numbers 
recorded within the Pegwell Bay area). 

4.4.9 Collison rates and associated avoidance rates for the NSER (Doc 5.5) specific and 
more general ES (Doc 5.4.9P) CRA for each species and those used in relation to 
diverter installation were taken from published references and agreed with NE in 
advance.  Various re-runs of the CRA were undertaken during pre-application 
consultation which resulted in the refined CRA incorporating a range of avoidance 
rates, (ranging from 98% to 99.9% as used in wind farm CRA for a number of 
species including geese). Reduction rates applied in cases of diverter installation 
used a conservative 60% reduction rather than the higher 95% reduction reported 
in a number of studies detailed in Avian Power Line Interaction Committee (APLIC 
1994 and 2012) previously referenced by National Grid Appendix 9P Doc 5.4.9P 
and in REP5-027 by SEW. 

4.4.10 Other points raised with Paragraph 20 (REP5-027) relate to the general 
assessment methodology undertaken for the RCP not specifically in relation to 
aspects associated with SEW and the proposed Broad Oak Reservoir.  Please 
refer to paragraph 4.4.8 above for confirmation from NE that the assessment, both 
within the ES and the NSER, is robust, conservative and adequate. 

4.4.11 In terms of the collision rates referenced it is important to note that the draft SNH 
model was used to identify areas of high risk rather than to calculate absolute 
numbers for collision mortality. The SNH draft model incorporates the whole width 
of the overhead line from the conductor bundle’s lowest sag point to the top of the 
earth wire as a potential collision zone. As detailed by Professor Hill in Paragraph 
13 (REP5-027), it is widely accepted that “the earth cable is often considered to be 
the major cause of collisions as it sits above the conducting cables and birds may 
often see these as they are thicker than the earth cable, and rise to avoid them”. 
The SNH model therefore overestimates potential collision rates and, even with this 
overestimation, no species were determined to incur significant effects associated 
with collision. 

4.4.12 Paragraphs 21-25 (REP5-027) repeat REP2-208 and we would refer the ExA to 
REP4-018 where these points were previously rebutted by National Grid.  

4.4.13 Paragraph 26 (REP5-027) details NE consultation relating to the generality of the 
proposed Broad Oak Reservoir concepts, not any bird impacts or effects of the 
RCP. Non-avian aspects are also contained within Paragraphs 6, 8, 32c, 33, and 
42d (REP5-027) and fall outwith any considerations associated with a “Note on Bird 
Strike”. It is incorrect to say that the RCP requires removal of woodland, and that it 
would lead to any reduction in effective connectivity being achievable through 
access or any other reason.  National Grid does not intend to comment any further 
on this misconception of effects of the RCP, nor the references to not being able to 
meet the various regulatory requirements, referred to in various places through this 
note and for which detailed responses have already been provided in the SEW 
Topic based SoCG (Doc 8.4.11.1(A)/REP5-009) and Doc 8.35/REP5-016 
(Appendix D). 

4.4.14 Paragraph 27 (REP5-027) details potential bird numbers that could use a future 
Broad Oak Reservoir which were calculated using data from the existing Abberton 
Reservoir in Essex, approximately 60km to the north of the proposed reservoir site. 
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These numbers are speculative and the range of species differ from those identified 
as potentially present in SEW’s REP2-208, illustrating the difficulties in providing a 
robust assessment of potential bird use of the proposed Broad Oak Reservoir. 

4.4.15 The range of species chosen within Paragraph 27 table 1 (REP5-027) represent 
an estimated 3500 birds, but of this range of species only one, mute swan, falls 
within the risk category already identified by Professor Hill in Paragraph 12 (REP5-
027) which states that “Species that are particularly susceptible are therefore 
considered to be herons, swans, geese, and some raptors, though birds from all 
genera have been recorded colliding with electricity infrastructure”. Following on 
from this statement, rather than “many thousands of birds” ( as referenced in 
Paragraph 42b REP5-027) that may be at risk, the Abberton Reservoir derived 
population numbers indicate that only 50 birds (mute swans) that would be 
considered  “particularly susceptible” could be at risk of collision with any overhead 
power line in the area. 

4.4.16 Furthermore within Paragraph 28 (REP5-027) the difficulties in establishing a 
future baseline to assess are confirmed by the data from “Arlington Reservoir (48ha 
and hence of a relatively similar scale to the proposed Broad Oak reservoir) which 
can hold up to 10,000 Wigeon in winter”, this number is of course at odds with 
those derived by Professor Hill from the Abberton data.  

4.4.17 The difficulties in providing a robust assessment of potential use of the “concept” 
proposal for Broad Oak Reservoir are further illustrated by the variations in 
speculative populations of birds potentially using Broad Oak Reservoir. As 
highlighted above there are discrepancies within SEW’s own points on the potential 
bird assemblage, with varying ranges of both numbers of birds and species. 

4.4.18 National Grid does not consider there is the potential to provide a robust baseline 
on which to base any detailed collision assessment using the speculative data 
examples provided by SEW. A key factor to consider in any collision assessment is 
not simply the number or type of birds in an area but fundamentally, it is how they 
utilise the local environment and topography.  SEW concur with this as detailed 
within Paragraph 39 (REP5-027) where they state “assumptions about the extent 
to which bird populations move around a landscape, traversing from feeding 
grounds etc.” are important considerations to take into consideration when 
assessing collision risks. A key aspect of the topography around the proposed 
Broad Oak Reservoir is the potential flight corridor already created by the Sarre 
Penn river valley which runs in an approximate south-west to north-east direction in 
this area and encompasses areas of woodland and farmland; potentially creating 
connectivity pathways with foraging farmland areas and the reservoir proposal.  
The landscape does not indicate that the location of the three RCP pylons (PC8, 9 
and 10) running parallel to the proposed Broad Oak Reservoir edge would pose a 
favourable or potential flight corridor or impinge on the potential Sarre Penn river 
corridor, especially as it lies on sloping ground rising to the settlement of Broad 
Oak. This consideration of topographical influence also illustrates the difficulties in 
providing a representative and robust assessment of any potential interaction and 
resultant potential collision effects. 

4.4.19 Paragraph 20b (REP5-027) further highlights the difficulties in establishing flight 
activity and a resultant robust baseline for collision assessment. This paragraph 
states in relation to collision risk and variance in avoidance rates “which, for 
example, could be habitat or crop availability based, the conclusions could be wildly 
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inaccurate” which illustrates the difficulties in assessing flight activity in an area 
within a changing agricultural landscape. 

4.4.20 Paragraphs 29-33 (REP5-027) fall under the section entitled Natural England 
Consultation, the only consultation referred to in this section relates to that already 
discussed in paragraph 4.4.14 of this document relating to the outline proposed 
reservoir design and not to ornithological issues. For NE correspondence and 
responses to bird issues please refer to SoCG REP2-022, NE’s Relevant 
Representation RR-065 and NE written responses REP4-028. 

4.4.21 Paragraph 36 (REP5-027) states that “NG comment that Coot do not represent a 
collision issue” National Grid retain this view and agree with SEW that coot are 
“long-distance migrants” and that birds could arrive to overwinter at the proposed 
reservoir area, however, the point in relation to collision risk was that these birds 
once on their wintering areas spend “the majority of their time on or very close to 
the water surface and consequently are not regularly recorded flying at potential 
overhead line collision height” (section 3.2.2 of Doc 8.29/REP4-018). 

4.4.22 Paragraph 34 (REP5-027) outlines that “mitigation would be planned to begin in 
2022” and that “birds will be attracted into the mitigation habitats soon after 
mitigation begins”. However the planned mitigation proposed by SEW has so far 
during the Examination been detailed as woodland creation to provide connectivity 
with existing woodland SSSIs. There has been no detail regarding mitigation to 
provide habitat for waterbirds. 

4.4.23 Paragraph 34 (REP5-027) also questions timelines referenced by National Grid in 
REP4-018. These timelines are based directly on evidence provided by SEW in  
Paragraphs 2-3 (REP3-031)  where it is stated that “reservoirs can become 
important for large numbers of birds in a short space of time” and the figures 
quoted for Abberton and Arlington Reservoirs are “only 14 years after 
completion/construction”. The Water Resources Management Plan 2014 indicates 
a potential reservoir construction completion date of 2033 although a potential 
operation start is given as 2029 in Paragraph 34 (REP5-027).  Using either of 
these future operational dates, and despite the potential for bird strikes to any 
overhead line to occur once the reservoir was operational (as stated in Paragraph 
34 (REP5-027), the potential for the magnitude of these collisions being related 
with large numbers of waterbirds would likely follow the 14 year timescale as 
detailed for the two named reservoirs. The inference from the timescales involved, 
between any assessment and potential effects window, is that any assessment 
undertaken now would be little more than guessing the distribution of the 
unquantified population of a range of speculative species still some 25 years plus in 
the future. When combined with the vagaries associated with habitat usage and 
associated flight paths (as detailed previously within this document), National Grid 
believe the current data available do not give reassurance of a robust and 
representative assessment process for the future scenario; this conclusion was 
reiterated by NE in response to Q2.2.31 in REP4-028.  
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4.5 Response to South East Water’s note on maximum tree heights. 
(Rep 5-029) 

4.5.1 The submission on tree heights by SEW is selective in the information presented.  
The tables are correct and replicate the tables shown in the 500 and 600 drawings.  
However, these tables are for climbable trees which require 5.3m clearance. 

4.5.2 National Grid has always maintained that the appropriate distance to be quoted 
under the envelope of the overhead line is for coppice trees which increases the 
clearance height by 2.2m.  Please refer to note 2 on the 500 / 600 series drawings 
(REP5-031 & 033) as submitted by South East Water at Deadline 5. 

4.5.3 The tables also need to be subject to later review due to the error which has been 
found in the Jacobs model, which has the RCP in the wrong position by 4 – 7m, 
depending on the exact location.  National Grid understands that Jacobs are 
reviewing their model and a correction will be provided in due course. 
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4.6 Response to South East Water’s note on cumulative impact. (Rep 
5-039) 

4.6.1 National Grid has responded (in REP3-019) to written representations submitted by 
SEW (REP2-099) relating to Cumulative Impact Assessment.  National Grid’s 
comments within Section 6 (Part F) still apply and reflect National Grid’s position. 

Approach taken for the for RCP 

4.6.2 Following consultation and agreement with the local planning authorities (SoCG ID 
4.31.1/REP2-024), and using the advice as set out in PINS Advice Note 9, which 
closely mirrors that in PINS Advice Note 17, a shortlist of developments to be 
scoped in to the cumulative assessment was developed. Details on the reasons for 
scoping developments out of the cumulative assessment are provided in Table 5.3 
of the ES (Doc 5.2) as follows: 

“Information set out in SEW’s latest WRMP indicates the Broad Oak reservoir is a 
‘preferred reservoir option’, with a ‘Yield start’ of 2033 identified. SEW’s published 
programme confirms that its reservoir development would follow the Richborough 
Connection project.  There is therefore no potential for cumulative construction 
effects.  National Grid is working with SEW in relation to the interaction between the 
Richborough Connection project and the reservoir scheme as identified in the 
WRMP.  In its planning application, SEW will need to consider the potential 
cumulative effects of the two projects at a point when sufficient detail of the 
reservoir plans is available.  Current plans are conceptual.” 

4.6.3 Advice Note 17 was not available at the time the ES was under preparation 
(published Dec 2015).  However, whilst this document represents good practice it 
has no statutory status. 

4.6.4 According to the guidance provided in PINS Advice Note 9 and Advice Note 17 for 
identifying other developments to be considered in the cumulative assessment, the 
proposed SEW reservoir at Broad Oak would be classified as “identified in other 
plans and programmes (as appropriate) which set the framework for future 
development consents/approvals, where such development is reasonably likely to 
come forward”.  In Advice Note 17, Table 3 this is classified as a ‘Tier 3’ 
development where the lowest level of detail in relation to the development is likely 
to be available.   

4.6.5 There is a note to table 3 (reproduced below) which is relevant when considering 
the future reservoir EIA and application.  (Red text denotes National Grid additions 
to illustrate the principles). 

“Where other projects (e.g. in this case the RCP) are expected to be complete 
before construction of the proposed NSIP (whilst Broad Oak Reservoir may not be 
an NSIP, the note is still considered applicable to its planning application and EIA in 
10-15 years’ time) and the effects of those projects (e.g. the RCP) are fully 
determined (which they would be by mid 2017), effects arising from them (i.e. the 
RCP) should be considered as part of the baseline (i.e. for the Broad Oak reservoir 
EIA) and may be considered as part of both the construction and operational 
assessment.” 

4.6.6 Therefore as set out in National Grid’s response to Q2.3.32 (Doc 8.26/REP4-014): 

“In terms of the Richborough Connection project, should the DCO be granted in 
2017, as set out in the ES, the programme for delivery of the new overhead line 
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means that the Richborough Connection project would be constructed and 
operational by 2018. The associated works to remove the PX 132kV overhead line 
would be complete by 2021. Based on current information from SEW’s WRMP 
(2014), this would all happen prior to the consenting of and/or construction of the 
proposed SEW reservoir. The Richborough Connection project would therefore be 
in existence and fully operational as part of the baseline that would exist by the time 
SEW’s EIA was completed and should therefore be included in the baseline 
information within that assessment. National Grid contends it is not appropriate to 
undertake a cumulative impact assessment of the two projects.  

The points being made by SEW and the Environment Agency (EA) relate to the 
interaction between the two projects and whether the Richborough Connection 
project would put the reservoir proposal at risk. This does not relate to cumulative 
impact assessment in the context of EIA.” 

4.6.7 Paragraph 3.1.4 of Advice Note 17 states “It is acknowledged that the availability of 
information necessary to conduct the CEA [Cumulative Effects Assessment] will 
depend on the current status of the ‘other development’.” Paragraph 3.1.5 goes on 
to state “‘Other development’ falling into Tier 3 is the least certain and most likely to 
have limited publicly available information to inform assessments.” 

4.6.8 With regards temporal scope of the cumulative assessment, paragraph 3.2.7 of 
Advice Note 17 states “The applicant may wish to consider the relative 
construction, operation and decommissioning programmes of the ‘other 
development’ identified in the ZoI with the NSIP programme, to establish whether 
there is overlap and any potential for interaction”.   

4.6.9 Further guidance is available in the European Commission’s Guidelines for the 
Assessment of Indirect and Cumulative Impacts as well as Impact Interactions 
(May 1999) which advises that Scoping of cumulative impact assessment needs to 
consider spatial and time boundaries “impacts that result from incremental changes 
caused by other past, present, or reasonably foreseeable actions together with the 
project”.  At Page 66 it states “In setting the future time boundary it is suggested 
that, in general, beyond 5 years there is too much uncertainty associated with most 
development proposals [emphasis added]”. 

4.6.10 It is this consideration, coupled with the lack of available details on the entire 
reservoir development, which led to the proposed SEW reservoir being scoped out 
from detailed consideration in the cumulative assessment, as stated in Table 5.3 of 
the ES and repeated for clarity above. It is considered that this approach is 
reasonable and in accordance with the guidance set out in PINS Advice Note 9 
(and Advice Note 17). 

4.6.11 Furthermore, the approach follows the advice set out in the DCLG consultation 
paper Environmental Impact Assessment: A guide to good practice and procedures 
(2006)1 that states as follows: 

“Para 124. ...In most cases, detailed consideration of the combined effects of the 
development proposed together with other developments will be limited to those 
others that are already begun or constructed or those that have not been 
commenced but have a valid planning permission. 

                                                           
1
 DCLG (2006). Environmental Impact Assessment: A guide to good practice and procedures – A consultation paper 
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Para 125. Often, future developments in the vicinity of a project site will be included 
in the baseline scenario as ‘committed development’. But in the context of EIA the 
term ‘committed development’ conventionally refers to development for which 
consent has been granted.” 

4.6.12 PINS advice note 17 says at Para 1.4: 

Overarching NPS for Energy (EN-1) para 4.2.5 states that “When considering 
cumulative effects, the ES should provide information on how the effects of the 
applicant’s proposal would combine and interact with the effects of other 
development2 (including projects for which consent has been sought or granted, as 
well as those already in existence)”. 

4.6.13 It is the interaction of the effects of different projects that need to be considered and 
not just interactions between the two projects.  Throughout its submissions, SEW 
has consistently referred to the effects of the RCP on the reservoir, to the point that 
SEW assert the reservoir would not get consent.  That is not the purpose of a 
cumulative assessment. 

4.6.14 As evidenced by the additional information provided by National Grid in response to 
Q2.3.32 Appendix C (Doc 8.26.1/REP4-015) and in Doc 8.26/REP4-014:  

“In order to assist the ExA, National Grid has prepared further information to 
provide an explanation of the potential for operational stage cumulative impact 
assessment and what, if any, cumulative effects there could be (considering both 
the short and longer term). The table included in Appendix C (Doc 8.26.1 submitted 
at Deadline 4) explains that the main potential for significant effects results from the 
reservoir proposal and are therefore not cumulative effects. It should be noted that 
any attempt at an appraisal of the possible effects of SEW’s proposals are based 
on high level conceptual design information and the assumed presence (in some 
areas) of sensitive, and thus scoped in receptors where they are relevant to those 
identified in the Richborough Connection project assessment. For example, 
dormouse found within the Order limits are considered to be part of a wider 
population outside the Order limits, and thus are likely to be present in habitat 
contiguous with where they were identified within the Order limits based on habitat 
suitability. For some topics, there is insufficient data to base any appraisal on. 
Please note that the appraisal presented in Appendix C of Doc 8.26.1 considers 
existing receptors that have been assessed in National Grid’s ES. Future receptors 
such as users of any new Public Rights of Way delivered by the reservoir, 
birdwatchers, fishermen etc. would only be there as a result of the reservoir and 
would not experience any change due to the Richborough Connection project 
which as explained above, would already be part of the baseline environment at the 
time these ‘new’ receptors began using the reservoir.” 

4.6.15 If one project has no effect on a particular receptor there cannot be a cumulative or 
interactive effect. 

 
 
 
 
 
  

                                                           
2
 For the purposes of this advice note, ‘other development’ is taken to include plans and projects 
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Appendix A -  
Figure 1 – Alternative fish pass alignment to avoid interaction with pylon PC10 – Option 1 
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Figure 2 – Alternative fish pass alignment to avoid interaction with pylon PC10 – Option 2 
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Figure 3 – Long section of alternative fish pass alignment to avoid interaction with pylon PC10 – Option 1 

 
 
Figure 4 – Long section of alternative fish pass alignment to avoid interaction with pylon PC10 – Option 2 
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Appendix B – Cost breakdowns 
Table A1 – Additional costs due to the interaction with the RCP.  
 

No. Item Quantity 
Rate (£ 

per unit) 
Units Cost Source Comments 

1 

Additional excavation to divert 
lines of River diversion and Fish 
pass 

     

Quantities of material excavation for alternative alignments for a diversion channel 
when compared to the base line presented in Jacobs stage 1b study is minimal and 
as such no additional cost for additional excavation is included.  

2 Sum to cover technical measures* 1 300000 Nr £300,000.00 NA 

The presented value is considered a reasonable additional sum to cover any 
potential technical solutions required; the need for any technical solutions has not 
been concluded. However if no technical solutions were required this sum would 
be significant enough to cover any additional excavation previously identified as 
not required.  
 
*An example of a technical solution is willow terracing and its cost break down is 
presented below for information (this is the cost to apply to two banks at the 
location of a single pylon) 
Assume 8 terraces, each 1m tall over 280m length (2,240m) 
Assume some reduction in excavation and disposal for forming terraces - allow 
£5/m 
Timber stakes - 3m long, assume 75-100mm dia at 1m centres - £4.80 each 
(internet price - pro rata) 
Willow weave fencing - standard (internet price per 2m x 1m panel (£32.42), pro 
rata to m rate, add allowance/m for installation) 
Total cost £92,000 

3 Anti-Seepage piles 1100 123.2 m2 £135,520.00 

SPONS 2016 
Architects and 
Builders price 
book 

Need for item would depend on ground conditions, cost included as worst case.  
Assume 10m long piles over 110m length = 1,100m² 
PU 12 piles @ £91.59/m² (supply only) 
Conventional piling rig @ £4,635 / 1,500m² of piling 
Pitching and driving of sheet piles @ £27.40/m² 

4 
Additional costs due to height 
restriction to plant 547 97.6 hrs £53,387.20 

SPONS Civil 
2012 - 
including 
inflation uplift 

Cost to consider requirement to use smaller plant under conductors.  
Assume 2x 10 tonne excavators  
Assume 32800m3 of excavation impacted 
Assume programme extension of 20 days 
10T excavator = 0.5m³/min = 30m³/hr (based on 1 bucket cycle per min) 
2 x 10T excavators = 60m³/hr 
Cost of 10T excavator per hour = £23.80 
2 x drivers at £25 per hour 

5 
Installation of goal posts and other 
H&S measures required.  20 1200 Nr £24,000.00 

SPONS 2016 
Architects and 
Builders price 
book 

Cost to consider the need to set up a series of goal posts along access routes and 
in the construction zones affected by conductors.  
Assume a maximum of 20 additional sets of goal posts across the site (figure to 
cover any additional H&S measures required) 
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Materials cost for 2 No concrete bases. 2 posts (6m), retention sockets, and 25m 
of bunting = £975 
To install, allow 2 men for 3 hours @ £25/hr = £150 
And crane / hiab for concrete bases. £28/hr (without driver) 
Driver at £25/hr = £75 
TOTAL = £1,200 per set installed 

6 

Sum to cover additional costs 
related to construction of access 
bridge 1 215000 Nr £215,000.00 NA 

Cost to cover alterations to construction methodology.  
Assume a 50m span and 10m wide structure = 500m² @ £2158/m² (SPONS Civil 
2014 including inflation uplift) 
Assume 20% increase for additional challenges due to changes in construction 
methodology 
20% increase shown as the potential increase in cost 

    
Total  £727,907.20 
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Table A2 – Additional costs to relocate proposed 32.5mAOD river alignment to the proposed 36.0mAOD river alignment 

 
No. Item Quantity Rate Units Cost Source Comments 

7 

Additional Excavation to relocate 
the 32.5mAOD river alignment onto 
the 36.0mAOD river alignment 1289 140.99 hrs £181,736.11 

SPONS Civil 
2012 - 
including 
inflation uplift 

Diversion of the river channel from section B-B (Jacobs point level drawings) 
(roughly halfway between PC8 and PC9) to the start of the fish pass of 36mAOD 
only.  
A diversion length of 360m 
An average increase of excavation along this length of 260m2 
Therefore an increase of excavation of 93,600m3 
Assume a 20T excavator will shift 72.6m3/h, therefore 1289 hours to complete task 
20T excavator per hr = £35.99 (SPONS Civil 2012 - including inflation uplift) 
Driver at £25 per hour 
9 tonne dumper, £15/hr (without driver) assume 2 required 
Driver at £25 per hour 
Assume all excavated material to be reused on site 

8 
Additional costs due to height 
restriction to plant 315 97.6 hrs £30,744.00 

SPONS Civil 
2012 - 
including 
inflation uplift 

Assume 2x 10 tonne excavators  
Assume 19000m3 of excavation impacted 
Assume programme extension of 5 days 
10T excavator = 0.5m³/min = 30m³/hr (based on 1 bucket cycle per min) 
2 x 10T excavators = 60m³/hr 
Cost of 10T excavator per hour = £23.80 
2 x drivers at £25 per hour 

9 

Sum to cover additional costs 
related to construction of access 
bridge 65500 1 Nr £65,500.00 

SPONS Civil 
2014 including 
inflation uplift 

Assume a 65m span and 10m wide structure = 500m² @ £2158/m² (SPONS Civil 
2014 including inflation uplift) 
Assume 20% increase for additional challenges due to changes in construction 
methodology 
20% increase shown as the potential increase in cost 
Minus the cost identified in previous additional cost table 

    Total  £277,980.11   
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Appendix C – Add-on costs (overheads and profit) 
Table B1 – Add-on costs due to the interaction with the RCP and to relocate proposed 32.5mAOD river alignment to the proposed 
36.0mAOD river alignment (Add-on costs percentages based on Jacobs impact evaluation report) 

 

From Jacobs Impact evaluation report 
Add-on costs 
percentage 

Add-on costs 
associated to 
interaction with 
RCP 

Add-on costs to 
relocate 
proposed 
32.5mAOD river 
alignment to the 
proposed 
36.0mAOD river 
alignment 

Unmeasured Items 10% £72,790.72 £27,798.01 

Contactors Overheads 25% £181,976.80 £69,495.03 

Client and project management / site supervision 9% £65,511.65 £25,018.21 

Feasibility and outline design 6% £43,674.43 £16,678.81 

Planning approvals and PR 1% £7,279.07 £2,779.80 

Site investigation / topo surveys 2% £14,558.14 £5,559.60 

Detailed design and contract document 7% £50,953.50 £19,458.61 

EIA (for reservoir As per Environmental Mitigation table) 0% £0.00 £0.00 

Land agent and legal (surface water only) 4% £29,116.29 £11,119.20 

Client commissioning 1% £7,279.07 £2,779.80 

Public Inquiry 7.5% £54,593.04 £20,848.51 

Environmental mitigation 0% £0.00 £0.00 

Contingency 20% £145,581.44 £55,596.02 

 
Total  £673,314.16 £257,131.60 
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Table B2 – Add-on costs due to the interaction with the RCP and to relocate proposed 32.5mAOD river alignment to the proposed 
36.0mAOD river alignment (Add-on costs percentages based on National Grids review) 
 

National Grids alter values of add-on costs 
Add-on costs 
percentage 

Add-on costs 
associated to 
interaction with 
RCP 

Add-on costs 
associated to 
diverting the 
32.5mAOD onto 
the 36.0mAOD 
river channel 
alignment 

Comments 

Unmeasured Items 0% £0.00 £0.00 Remove, covered in contingency 

Contactors Overheads 10% £72,790.72 £27,798.01 Reduce to appropriate level 

Client and project management / site supervision 2% £14,558.14 £5,559.60 
Reduce to appropriate level, consider an extra 20 days on 
site 

Feasibility and outline design 0% £0.00 £0.00 Remove, SEW’s baseline costs will not alter 

Planning approvals and PR 0% £0.00 £0.00 Remove, SEW’s baseline costs will not alter 

Site investigation / topo surveys 2% £14,558.14 £5,559.60 Leave 

Detailed design and contract document 0% £0.00 £0.00 Remove, SEW’s baseline costs will not alter 

EIA (for reservoir As per Environmental Mitigation table) 0% £0.00 £0.00 Leave 

Land agent and legal (surface water only) 0% £0.00 £0.00 
Remove, SEW’s baseline costs will not alter, no new land 
purchase required 

Client commissioning 1% £7,279.07 £2,779.80 Leave 

Public Inquiry 0% £0.00 £0.00 Remove, SEW’s baseline costs will not alter 

Environmental mitigation 0% £0.00 £0.00 Leave 

Contingency 20% £145,581.44 £55,596.02 Leave 

 
Total  £254,767.52 £97,293.04 
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Appendix D 

 

National Grid’s Protocol on Bird Diverters 
Kings Lynn B Connection DCO 
 
Summary 
As part of the King’s Lynn B Connection DCO approval the Inspector considered National Grid’s 
Protocol on Bird Diverters. This was submitted as a response to a question from the Inspector on the 
22

nd 
May 2013. The issue under examination was the need for monitoring of the line for bird collisions 

having considered the   risk posed. The Secretary of State also considered the approach set out in the 
Protocol and concluded in light of these established procedures ‘that adequate safeguards already 
exist without the need to impose further requirements’. Projects should be aware of this Protocol and 
make reference to it where appropriate in future project development. 

 
Background 

 

1. National Grid operates the national electricity transmission network in accordance with its 

obligation under Section 38 and Schedule 9 of Electricity Act 1989 to have regard to effects on the 

environment. 

 

2. National Policy Statement EN-5 refers to the risks posed to birds by overhead lines at 

paragraphs 2.7.1 – 2.7.8. It notes that large birds such as swans and geese may collide with 

overhead lines associated with power infrastructure, particularly in poor visibility. The Statement 

advises that applicants will need to consider whether a proposed line will cause such problems, 

giving consideration to feeding and hunting grounds, migration corridors and breeding grounds. 

 

3. EN-5 advises that careful siting of a line away from, or parallel to, but not across, known flight 

paths can reduce the numbers of birds colliding with overhead lines considerably and that 

diverters which consider the conditions, the characteristics of the line and pylons and the species 

of birds may also reduce risk of collisions. This statement sets out National Grid’s approach to the 

use of bird diverters on its overhead lines. 

 

Bird Diverters 

 

4. An overhead line comprises conductors which transmit electricity and an earthwire which offers 

protection from lightning strikes and can also carry a communications cable. The conductors 

(wires) used to transmit electricity hang from the arms of the pylons via insulators. These are 

often hung in bundles of two, three or four conductors with spacers between them at intervals. 

The conductors of high voltage overhead lines are more visible and pose less risk to birds than 

the much smaller diameter earthwire which on an overhead line constructed using steel lattice 

pylons is suspended from the peaks of pylons. Bird diverters, also known as deflectors, can be 

fitted to the earthwire of overhead lines. 

 

5. There are different designs of diverters and some of National Grid’s overhead lines have ‘orange 

ball’ diverters installed which are visible from a long distance. The much smaller ‘spiral’ bird 

diverter is now more commonly used. It is effective in making the line visible to birds but has 

much less effect on the landscape and in views. 
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6. It is easier and safer to install diverters on the earthwire of overhead lines when the line is being 

built. The diverters can be installed as the earthwire is being fixed and before electricity is 

switched to run through the conductors. 

 

7. It is also possible to install diverters on the earthwire of an existing overhead line. This is 

undertaken generally by workers in a winch hanging from a helicopter or there may be 

opportunities to install them when the line is temporarily out of service for maintenance (during an 

‘outage’). 

 

Considering Bird Diverters on New Overhead Lines 
 

8. National Grid’s publication ‘Our approach to the design and routeing of new transmission lines’ 

explains the matters which it considers when developing a new overhead line route.  It seeks to 

avoid sites designated fortheir high nature conservation value, such as sites of Special Scientific 

Interest, Special Protection Areas and Ramsar sites which may be important to birds. 

 

9. National Grid consults in each case with the statutory nature conservation organisation (SNCO) 

and interested parties about possible impacts on sites designated for bird interest and on bird 

species, particularly large birds as advised by EN-5, such as swans and geese, and also other 

species that may be susceptible to collision risk. 

 

10. National Grid is aware of the potential for distress caused by collisions, including where birds 

affected are not protected species, and will also consider relevant local factors on a case-by-case 

basis (for example waterfowl on water bodies visited by the public, racing pigeons). 

 

11. Diverters can reduce the risk of bird collisions, but they also introduce additional landscape and 

visual impacts because they make the earthwire more visible. Diverters also require additional 

installation and maintenance activities which can introduce further risk. The installation of 

diverters will be considered when there is a clear benefit in terms of avoidance of harm to 

statutory interests or significant local interests. 

 

12. Diverters do not always reduce collisions and their use is most appropriate where an overhead 

line crosses bird flyways or is near features that attract birds, such as water bodies or feeding 

areas. 

 

13. Installation will be considered on the basis of evidence of collision risk and how efficient diverters 

would be as a solution. 

 

14. National Grid will carry out appropriate surveys to assess collision risk, considering available 

information and, where required, specific site surveys. 

 

15. The survey findings will influence the choice of route corridor and alignment for a new overhead 

line aiming to avoid routes that introduce significant collision risk (embedded mitigation). The 

advice of the relevant SNCO will be sought. 

 

16. The use of bird diverters will be proposed where it will result in the avoidance of an adverse effect 

on statutory interests (sites or species). The design and the positions of diverters on the earthwire 

will be specified taking account of the species concerned and the availability and suitability of 

different styles of diverter. 

 

17. Where there is little or no risk of collisions affecting statutory interests, diverters will not be 

proposed. 
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18. Where available evidence suggests that collisions may occur, but there is uncertainty over 

whether statutory interests would be affected, National Grid will propose a period of post-

construction monitoring of the overhead line leading to a possibility that diverters may need to be 

retrofitted. A protocol for monitoring will be included in the application so that it is clear that 

installation of diverters may be an outcome of the consent. 

 

19. National Grid will consider the risk of collisions affecting non-statutory interests on a case-by-case 

basis, taking account of representations from the SNCO, the relevant local authority and other 

interested parties. National Grid’s consideration may lead to a proposal to install diverters; to a 

proposal for monitoring prior to taking a decision; or to not install diverters. 

 

Installing Bird Diverters on Existing Overhead Lines 

 

20. National Grid acknowledges that birds may collide with existing overhead lines when the risk was 

not foreseen at the time of application. The risk of collisions may arise due to changes in 

behaviour of birds because of alterations in land use or climate over time or may be due to 

shorter-term incidents such as flooding of fields due to neglect of drainage. 

 

21. Where evidence of a sustained pattern of collisions is brought to its attention, National Grid will 

take advice from professional ornithologists, the relevant SNCO and if appropriate from other 

relevant bodies such as the Royal Society for the Protection of Birds and the local planning 

authority. If statutory interests are potentially affected, National Grid will consider a contribution to 

the reasonable cost of assembling further evidence. 

 

22. If the problem can be addressed at source, such as amending cropping patterns, improving 

drainage or moving a feature attracting birds, National Grid will bring this to the attention of the 

relevant landowner or managing agency (such as Environment Agency or internal drainage 

board). It will liaise with them to investigate possible change to remove or reduce the source of 

bird attraction and risk of collision. 

 

23. If the problem cannot be addressed at source, and evidence suggests that installation of diverters 

would significantly reduce collision risk which affects statutory interests, National Grid will seek to 

install diverters. It will undertake any environmental assessment and seek to obtain any additional 

consents or landowner agreements that may be required (installation of diverters is generally 

‘permitted development’ on existing lines). The installation of diverters may be delayed until 

National Grid’s operational arrangements allow safe working. 

 

24. If non-statutory interests are affected, National Grid will seek to install diverters if it considers that 

the benefits outweigh the risks and costs of installation taking account of its statutory duties. 

 

 


